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It’s our natural human response. We see a baby and it makes us feel good. We feel 
love. We feel happy. We feel protective. And we feel the urge to grab them and hold 
them tightly to us and to protect them. For young new parents, this desire and need to 
protect their new baby is stronger than ever. They‘re looking for answers and direction 
- how to care for them, feed them and hold them. The following short list of names we 
feel captures these feelings and evokes these universal human meanings or truths. They 
each sound and look, and in their own unique way, speak to us about the quality of our 
new product and its role in our life as new parents. 
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KePI or KePPIe
If you grew up in a Jewish household you may well know what this means. Even if you didn’t, as most of our 
customers certainly will not have, the term which is Yiddish for head, specifically a child’s head, has come to have a 
universal appeal. For those that grew up with a Bubbie or a Zadie, they can probably attest to the feeling of warmth, 
love and security felt when a hand was placed on their head and they were told to “lay keppie” or “lay your kepala”  
Our new product offers that same sense of warmth and protection, like a parent’s caring hand to the head. But while 
this was the origin and inspiration of the name, Kepi or Keppie has other qualities that regardless of entomology will 
have real appeal. Kepi is small and precious like a child. In its four letter form, like the French military cap of the same 
name which also utilized design to designate style, rank and importance, Kepi simply looks appealing. The leading 
“K” character recalls the word Kinder, making the word feel more European or Scandinavian - something that can be 
emulated through a clean, colorful, sophisticated design that will also add elevated value to the product. For all of 
these reasons - the visual appeal and easy memorability of the word form, its diminutive aural qualities that sound like 
a product for babies, and mostly the way that the word simply makes us feel - bright, happy, new, tender and caring - 
we think Kepi/Keppie would be a strong name for our product.
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cocoose
We usually avoid the easy portmanteau - that’s the combination of two words to form one. It’s usually the branding 
shortcut that we don’t often take. Unless the resulting word(s) really seem to work in terms of the meaning and feeling 
they evoke without feeling forced or unnatural. The best portmanteaus are the ones that seem like they are or should 
be a word in their own right. Which brings us to this word - Cocoose. Conceptually it’s easy, cocoon is combined with 
papoose. A cocoon is a protective wrap in which the caterpillar goes through its metamorphoses. It is temporary, but 
from it a beautiful new butterfly will emerge. Such is the same for our blanket product - a protective cocoon that will 
temporarily wrap baby in warmth and security until baby is mature enough to spread his/her wings. A papoose is in 
essence what we have created here - albeit a very modern version of one. But like the earliest papooses, ours is one 
that is easy to transport, efficient in its design, and adaptable to the surroundings through any add-on products we 
will eventually offer to work with the Cocoose! Finally, from a branding perspective, we think Cocoose - with its very 
round, repeating and appealing letterforms - has excellent logo mark design potential. The word is easy to say, fun to 
read, and looks and feels like a premium baby blanket product.
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NaPe
This is a funny word. A punchy word. It does, of course, refer to the nape of the neck - that soft, vulnerable spot at 
the base of the head - and in our case the baby’s head - that needs our support. When we think of Nape, however, 
we also think of it as a universal contact point between parent, especially mother, and child throughout the animal 
kingdom. We hear the word and we immediately think of a mother’s or father’s hand cradling a newborn baby’s head 
at the nape of the neck and securing their child in their arms - much like our new product will also cradle the baby’s 
head to secure and comfort. Perhaps subconsciously, we’ll also imagine soft, furry animal mothers carrying their 
newborn offspring by the nape of the neck. The nape is that special spot, where parent holds and guards baby. But 
as vulnerable as Nape may be, Nape - by virtue of its strong “P” consonant at the end of the word - giving it a strong 
upward intonation when spoken - imbues the word with a sense of fun, cuteness and energy. Nape moves! Repeat the 
word quickly. It’s punchy, has attitude. The word APE within the word also recalls our own little apes or monkeys, an 
image and reference to newborns that we as humans often endearingly make. Nape has the potential to be cool and 
hip with the younger parents. It’s short and also memorable and designed well could convey a sense of urban now. 
Imagine the name on a storefront in Manhattan or Brentwood.
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babyboNe
This is one of those naming ideas that you know must absolutely already be in use somewhere. Why? Because it too 
cute, too cool and trends today’s sensibilities that sees parents and advertisers alike making baby cuter by giving 
baby more attitude. Think of the trend to give baby an adult voice in those investment commercials. Of course this 
trend goes all the way back to the “Look who’s talking” movie franchise which cashed in on both our sense of humor 
and sentimentality by giving baby a voice. We are all unique personalities, everyone of us, and as young parents we 
begin to look for that from the moment we meet our new “little person.” Babybone, which grew out of the simple 
idea that we are literally providing a backbone or support structure for baby through our new product, is loud and 
bold and full of personality. It says, “I may be small, but I am (will be) strong (and successful)”. For a parent, it’s almost 
comforting as it inherently implies my kid can take it. My kid not only has my support but I will teach them to have a 
real backbone - backbone in the metaphorical meaning of strength. Strength of mind, strength of body, and strength 
of character.  When we hear the word Babybone and when we design its logomark, we will create a product name 
that will evoke these feelings in parents. From a brand perspective, Babybone is easy and fun to say and hear, it’s 
memorable and the letterforms lend themselves to a very contemporary treatment that could be either big and bold 
or, playing against expectations, modern and ultra elegant. The possibilities for Babybone are many.
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PlaTyPoose
Admittedly, this is just the cutest darn name we have. That’s great if a more traditional baby product name is what 
we want. It, like Cocoose, is a portmanteau of course, combining platypus and papoose into one super cute baby 
blanket product that is its own unique creature. Think “Where the Wild Things Are” and you’ll get the idea of where 
this product name can go - warm, fuzzy, animal and unique designer patterns wrapped around a strong support 
structure. Why a Platypus? They’re unique, one of a kind mammals that lay eggs, incasing their pre-borns in a 
protective shell and incubating them in their thick (thickest of any mammal) fur. Platypus also looks and begins to 
sound like the word platter - like the platter or cradleboard around which our new baby blanket product will be made. 
But our Platypoose is more than a unique creature, it is a baby carrier, holder and swaddler. Hence, Platypus becomes 
Platypoose. Obviously, the duck-billed Platypus would provide a great basis for a logo mark that is lovable, friendly 
and fun - evoking a sense of wonder, comfort and specialness in the new parent looking to surround their new born 
with everything that is good and safe. The name also has the benefit of looking and sounding like the product it is, 
and from a branding perspective the letterforms offer great potential for a memorable, captivating design making 
Platypoose that cute but also potentially wild choice.
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1. fun from day one
Becoming a new parent. It is thrilling, life-affirming, bonding, loving, rewarding, momentous, deeply meaningly. It is these things and so much 
more. But for every new parent - especially for every new first time parent - coming home with baby can be terrifying. It is terrifying! Here, in 
your hands is this new life that you are suddenly and irrevocably responsible for - from today until forever! It is certainly a daunting prospect.  
You don’t even know how to hold the thing! But that’s where Kepi comes in. Because no matter how terrifying raising a child is, for most 
everyone it is also the most rewarding, most meaningful and yes, most fun, we will ever have. Fun is entertaining, amusing, pleasurable. And 
babies are all of that. Even in our most awkward, terrifying new parent moments, even at our most challenged, being a Kepi parent is fun. 
Kepi takes out some of the worry through safe innovative products, Kepi eliminates the struggle through convenient, easy to use products. 
And Kepi products are themselves great fun to use, tremendously appealing in their design and function. “fun from day one” is how we want 
our customers to feel when they think of and use a Kepi product. “That’s why “fun from day one”, we think, beautifully captures this spirit of 
excitement, the thrill of being a new parent, and the tremendous love we have for our baby and this new job of ours - from day one to day 
50,001.

2. swaddle to toddle
Bingo! Nothing so aptly captures both the nuts and bolts of what, who and why Kepi is while at the same time evoking a sense of excitement, 
fun and the joys of being new parents (or a new parent all over again) like this brand position line concept for Kepi - “SWADDLE TO TODDLE”.  
In these three short words, our brand and our company span the first five years of a child’s life. “Swaddle to Toddle” promises not only a wealth 
of innovative products (and products to come), but most importantly it promises a wealth of understanding and expertise. It not only says we 
make a lot of cool things for your baby, but we know and understand the challenges and joys of being a new parent and all that comes with it.  
Our products and design solutions are therefore everything you need and are therefore, like our other brand line suggestion, the authority and 
a trusted advisor when it comes to lifestyle solutions for a child’s first years. “Swaddle to Toddle” obviously rhymes so it is also approachable 
and friendly, unpretentious while wielding a certain amount of hip attitude  Swaddle sounds like swagger and swagger denotes confidence, and 
confidence is what we want our parent customers to feel when they think of a Kepi Product. Combined with our Kepi hat logo, “Swaddle to 
Toddle” looks and says it all - in an unforgettable rhyming phrase that’s best of all fun to say! 
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3. how exciting!
It’s often said that the best brand lines are those that evoke a feeling and recognition of a brand in as few words a possible. Like our brand 
name itself that is short, energetic, upbeat and evokes a feeling of happiness just by the look and sound of the word - KEPI - we think this brand 
position line does the very same thing. How Exciting! This is often the first thing we think of and say to expecting parents and new parents.  
Exciting is thrilling. Exciting is anticipation. Exciting is fun. But most of all when we talk about exciting when describing becoming or being a 
new parent, exciting means something much more than the state of being excited. It means being alive! These exciting moments - the birth 
of our child, watching them smilie for the first time, roll over for the first time, crawl, take their first steps, their first day at school, their first 
date, watching them become parents themselves - these are the moments we live for. And when we share them with our family and friends, 
they all remark - we are remark - how exciting! As a brand line for Kepi, we think “How exciting!” connects our customers and consumers with 
our products - products that are themselves exciting in their innovation, safety features, convenience features, pure design appeal, but mostly 
products that are part of our life’s most exciting moments. “How exciting!” is short and energetic,happy and thrilling, memorable and meaningful.  
It’s Kepi! How exciting!

4. officially for baby
It’s official. Kepi is the innovative, new luxury brand for baby. From the cap of authority that tops our logo mark comes this stamp of approval 
for everything that Kepi makes. “Official” in today’s brand and marketing parlance has come to mean a lot of good things. Official means 
approved. Official means safe. Official mean examined and tested. Official means authentic, real and genuine. Official means authority - and in 
the case of Kepi that means we are the authority on what babies and parents need and what they want. “officially for baby” not only reassures 
and reinforces our identity with our customers, who Kepi is and what we are here for (them and their kids), but it also reminds and reinforces 
those here leading the brand who Kepi wants to be are and why. In other words, “officially for baby” gives us singularity of purpose and suggests 
that Kepi is the singularly, best - i.e. official - choice all of their newborn, baby and toddler needs. If your see the Kepi cap then you know it is an 
official Kepi product, the officially (best) product for your baby.
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braNd ProdUcT descrIPTors

1. THE NEW AMERICAN SWADDLE-BOARD

2. MODERN BABY SWADDLE BOARD

3. SAFE ’N SUMPTUOUS SWADDLER

4. TUCK ’N SAFE SWADDLER
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A48052 Kepi Product Box

05.10.1612nW x 18inD x 4 ¼inH

Project:

Sara SongDesigner: Sahar MehrabzadehSales Rep:

Dims: Date:

SOFT TOUCH LABEL
ON CORRUGATED

PRE-ATTACHED
BAND (SBS)

VELCRO

CORRUGATED
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